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Greenland – rivers on the ice
and water under the ice.
In this view of Greenland taken with the MODIS unit on
NASA's Terra satellite on October 24, 2015, the first snows of
winter had brightened the ice cap.

Image credit: Jeff Schmaltz,
MODIS Land Rapid Response
Team, NASA GSFC.

Why is Greenland so important?
Greenland adds an estimated 0.7
mm to annual sea level rise (out of a
total 2.9 mm). This is the greatest
contribution of any of our planet's
icy areas. About half of this comes
from the melting of the surface of
the ice during the summer.
The DSCOVR image at top right shows
Greenland on July 16, 2015. On that same
day, the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on NASA’s Aqua
satellite took a view of the eastern coast
of Greenland. NASA/Jeff Schmaltz, MODIS Land
Rapid Response Team, NASA GSFC.

Fresh water was pouring out to sea from
melting glaciers, carrying icebergs, whilst
cold air was flowing out from the ice cap,
pushing ice floes away from the coastline.

Research published last summer highlighted the potential vulnerability of the
Greenland Ice Sheet to rain.
Measurements made in Greenland's Kangerlussuaq sector, in late August/early September 2011 were
discussed by 16 authors headed by Samuel H. Doyle of the Centre for Glaciology, Department of
Geography & Earth Sciences, Aberystwyth University, UK.
Cyclonic weather has the greatest effect on the Greenland Ice Sheet in August, the wettest and
cloudiest month. Water supplied by late season rain can run over an extensive bare ice surface and,
having found its way through channels to the base of the ice sheet, it overwhelms the drainage
system beneath the ice. This causes brief accelerations in the rate at which the ice is flowing. Rain
episodes over Greenland will probably become more frequent as the world grows warmer and as
storm tracks shift northwards. Over the last three decades, rainfall has not only increased, but also a
greater proportion occurs later in the season. Doyle, S. H. et al. (2015). Nature Geoscience PUBLISHED ONLINE: 13 JULY 2015 |
DOI: 10.1038/NGEO2482

Meltwater on and beneath the ice.
Meltwater lakes dot the Greenland Ice Sheet in
summer and there are even rivers flowing on top
of the ice. The lakes at top right occurred near
the coast of West Greenland (about 100
kilometers SE of Ilulissat. Note also dark debris
on the ice. This image was taken using the
Operational Land Imager on NASA's Landsat 8.
NASA Earth Observatory image by Jesse Allen, using Landsat
data from the U.S. Geological Survey.

Water reaching the base of the ice
speeds up glacier flow.
In places, vertical pipes known as “moulins”
develop. Some carry water from the surface
right down to the bed of the ice. There it
lubricates the movement of ice as it travels
outwards from the land to the sea. This process
was described from the inland Ice Sheet in West
Greenland and has been named the “Zwally
Effect” after researcher H. Jay Zwally of the
Cryospheric Sciences Laboratory, NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD (Zwally et
al., 2002). Zwally, H. J. et al. (2002). Science 297: 208-222.

Rivalling Niagara.
An April 17, 2008 press release from the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution and University of
Washington announced that in July, 2006
researchers witnessed “the sudden, complete
draining of a lake that had once covered 5.6
square kilometers.” 0.044 km3 (11.6 billion
gallons) of water poured out through the bottom
of the lake in 24 hours, most of it during a mere
one and a half hours, during which the flow was
greater than that of the Niagara Falls. According
to PHYS.ORG (April 17, 2008) “the pressure of
the water from the lake split open the ice sheet
from top to bottom, through 980 meters (3,200
feet) of ice.” The arrival of the meltwater at the
base of the ice raised the height of the ice sheet
by 1.2 m in one location. “In the middle of the
lake bottom, a 750-meter (2,400 foot) wide
block of ice was raised by 6 meters (20 feet).”
http://phys.org/news/2008-04-lakes-meltwater-greenlandice-contribute.html#jCp

Rivers are more important than lakes.
Rivers snaking across the icy surface are seen in
the lower photos at right. NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center/Maria-José Viñas. A camp was set up on the ice
by Laurence C. Smith of the University of
California Los Angeles, and his NASA funded
team in 2015. They argued that whilst lake
drainages were impressive, the amount of water
they supplied to the base of the ice was trivial
compared to that supplied by rivers pouring
down into the depths through moulins.

A NASA publicity release described a scene around the
camp in late July 2015:
On a vast icy landscape, crisscrossed by turquoise rivers and
dotted with meltwater lakes, a small cluster of camping tents
popped up in late July 2015. The camp sat by a large, fastflowing river on top of the Greenland ice sheet. Just a kilometer
downstream, the river dropped into a seemingly bottomless
moulin, or sinkhole, in the ice. The low rumble of the waters,
the shouted instructions from scientists taking measurements,
and the chop of the blades of a helicopter were all that could be
heard in the frozen landscape.”
Left: A rivers disappears into a moulin on the Greenland Ice Sheet.
Image credit: Roger J. Braithwaite, The University of Manchester,
UK. Image Source: NASA.

As spring arrived in South
East England, the evening
gloom was settling over the
South Pole.
This view over the snow bound
landscape was provided by a webcam
which is operated by the USA's
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and National Science
Foundation.
The two brightest objects in the
polar sky are the planets Mars and,
rather fainter, Saturn. As far as
modern astronomers are concerned,
they are lying within the rather drab
constellation of Ophiuchus, the
Serpent-Bearer.
Both planets, however, lay close to the claws of the zodiacal Scorpion, whose brightest star Antares, a
huge and highly evolved red giant at over 550 light years from us, is just out of shot at the top. The
stars of the constellation of Sagittarius the Archer are seen in the upper right hand side of the picture.
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Seasons in South East England

February, 2016

Above: Looking down on the Thames from
the vicinity of the Old Royal Observatory,
Greenwich Park, South London.

Warmer, sunnier, but wetter.
Always a rather bleak month in SE
England, February 2016 was actually
warmer than average. For many who
live here, however, this was no
compensation for days that were still
decidedly chilly. The mean temp. for
the UK as a whole was 3.9oC (0.2oC
higher than the 1981-2010 norm) and
there was 122% normal sunshine, but
129% normal rainfall. In our region,
the average temperature was a whole
degree warmer than the norm.
Right: DSCOVR image (NASA/NOAA) of the
Earth on Feb. 1 at 12:49:22 GMT. The arrival
of Storm Henry saw high winds batter the
north of the UK on Feb. 1 and 2. Cherry
blooms on Blackheath, London (Feb. 1).
Below: Yellow flowers of gorse (Ulex
europaues) on Blackheath, Feb. 1. On Feb 3,
along a S. London street, a garden Magnolia
flowered early and an old bird's nest was
exposed amongst bare branches.

3.

Above: DSCOVR image (NASA/NOAA) on Feb. 7 at
14:56:06. Storm Imogen swept across Britain on Feb. 7 &
8. Last years fruits and this years flowers appeared
together on hawthorn (Cretaegus monogyna) in Belair
Park. S. London on Feb. 7.

The month was divided into an unsettled first half
with the rest of the month sunnier and drier, but
also colder. On Feb 1, the maximum temperature
exceeded 14oC, one of the month's warmest, whilst
the minimum temperature fell only as far as about
11.5oC. Feb. 4 saw maximum temperatures reach
14oC again, but the lowest temperature was now
2oC. Before Feb. 6, there was little rainfall at
Heathrow, but, with the approach of Storm Imogen,
6 mm fell on Feb. 6, with Feb. 7 as the month's
rainiest day with 14 mm. Storm Imogen's high
winds were felt mostly in the south. A gust of 153
km per hour was recorded at Needles Old Battery
on the Isle of Wight.
Left: Rainy night (Feb. 6) in S. London. Spring croci
flowered beside a flooded field and great willow herb
(Epilobium hirsutum) and lesser pond sedge (Carex
acutiformis) thrived in a wetland area in Belair Park on
Feb. 7. Primrose flowers and fungi growing on a
decaying log in Saxton's and Cage's Wood, Kent (Feb.
14). Below: On Feb. 11, the UK's Environment Agency
warned that the stretch of the River Thames from
Greenwich to Putney was at risk of flooding. The cause
was high spring tides coupled with the Thames being
swollen from heavy rainfall. High water reached street
level in central London (photo © MPS Marine Policing
Unit). The Thames Barrier was closed to prevent
flooding.

Top: Newly-cut hedgerow along a field and adjacent
woodland, near West Kingsdown, Kent.

The maximum temperature managed only
around 5oC on Feb. 13 and the UK's lowest
temperature for the month (-14.1 oC) was felt at
Braemar (Aberdeenshire) on Feb. 14.
At Heathrow, the temperature had been falling,
with ups and downs, since Feb. 4. It sank below
-3oC on Feb. 16, the lowest temperature
recorded at this site during the month. Feb. 17
saw 8 mm of rain. There was a mild interlude on
Feb. 20 and 21 and on the latter date the
temperature it reached its highest February
value of about 15oC, with that day's minimum
temperature exceeding 11oC. Meanwhile, the
highest UK temperature of the month, 16 oC, was
recorded at Exeter, in Devon (SW England) on
Feb. 21. The remainder of the month was sunny
and dry, but decidedly chilly. Feb. 24 saw a
temperature of -6.3oC at South Newington in
Oxfordshire in SE England. At Heathrow, the
lowest temperatures recorded on that day and
the next, were not quite as low as -2oC. This was
a leap year, so February had 29 days.
Right: Car windscreen with frost patterns (S. London,
Feb. 19). SE and Central S England saw 9.2 days of air
frost which was 1.2 days lower than the norm. Sheep
on a hillside near Beacon Wood, Bean, Kent. Below: A
starling (Sturnus vulgaris) picks at the squashed
remains of a pigeon on a busy main road through
Catford, South London.

Regional weather data from online reports from UK Met
Office. Heathrow data from WeatherOnline.
SE and central S England, mean max. temp.: 8.7 oC
(1.0oC); mean min. temp.: 2.1 oC (0.8oC). Hours of
sunshine: 89.4 (113%). Rain: 156.7 mm (103%).
Anomalies re. 1981-2010 norm in brackets. Source
UK Met Office.
Right: St Peter's and St Paul's churchyard Ash,
Kent. Feb. 14, 2016.

Global climate: February 2016 – yet another month of record-breaking warmth.
February was a remarkable month according to the USA's National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration: “The combined average temperature over global land and ocean surfaces for
February 2016 was the highest for February in the 137-year period of record, at 1.21 oC (2.18oF)
above the 20th century average of 12.1oC (53.9oF). This not only was the highest for February in
the 1880–2016 record—surpassing the previous record set in 2015 by 0.33 oC / 0.59oF — but it
surpassed the all-time monthly record set just two months ago in December 2015 by 0.09 oC
(0.16oF). Overall, the six highest monthly temperature departures in the record have all
occurred in the past six months. February 2016 also marks the 10th consecutive month a monthly
global temperature record has been broken.” The record used by NOAA began in 1880.
For the world as a whole, the combined mean for
land and ocean taken together was 1.21 ± 0.14oC
higher than the 20th Century average. The oceans
were 0.81 ± 0.14oC warmer than their mean,
whilst land areas were 2.31 ± 0.11 oC warmer. All
three sets of figures were the highest in the 137
year record. The same applied to the averages
for both hemispheres.
In the N. Hemisphere, the combined mean
temperature for land and ocean was 1.55 ±
0.13oC, with the oceans 0.87 ± 0.14oC above
the February norm. The land was a substantial
2.66 ± 0.12oC above the norm. In the S.
Hemisphere, the mean combined land and
ocean temperature was 0.87 ± 0.14 oC, the
ocean 0.77 ± 0.14oC and the land 1.42 ±
0.16oC, above their norms for this month.

Planet Earth near the close of February.
The DSCOVR image of the Earth was taken on February 28, 2016 at 06:13:08:06 GMT. NASA/NOAA. The Northern
Hemisphere continues to tilt further towards the Sun, rescuing the Arctic from its seaonal cold and darkness. The
North Pole was still three weeks from sunrise and the South Pole three weeks from sunset.

NOAA reported that strong El Niño (warm phase) conditions persisted in the central and eastern
equatorial Pacific Ocean during February 2016, although temperatures were showing a decline from
their peak values in late 2015. Neutral conditions were predicted to set in during the spring or early
summer of 2016, with La Niña (cool phase) conditions probably arriving during the autumn.
Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center, State of the Climate: Global Analysis for February, 2016. Published
online. Data provisional.

